For a number of years applications and modeling activities are an important part of the Dutch High School curricula. Since the HEWET project (early 80's) real life problems are both starting point for the learning of mathematics as well as contexts for applications of mathematical knowledge and for transfer (de Lange, 1987;Freudenthal 1991). Until 1996, all reform curriculum projects were carried out in general secondary education. Through a reform project in higher secondary vocational education we found that modeling activities in an engineers' environment ask for a reconsideration of many issues that were taken for granted in the former general-education projects. Especially in the algebra strand we are using different approaches and are focusing on other aspects then before.
Introduction
For a number of years applications and modeling activities are an important part of the Dutch High School curricula. Since the HEWET project (early 80's) real life problems are both starting point for the learning of mathematics as well as contexts for applications of mathematical knowledge and for transfer (de Lange, 1987; Freudenthal 1991) . Until 1996, all reform curriculum projects were carried out in general secondary education. Through a reform project in higher secondary vocational education we found that modeling activities in an engineers' environment ask for a reconsideration of many issues that were taken for granted in the former general-education projects. Especially in the algebra strand we are using different approaches and are focusing on other aspects then before.
The TWIN project
After finishing junior High School, students in the Netherlands can choose to go to senior secondary vocational education. A four year course prepares these students (age group [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] for middle level management jobs. Because the mathematics programs for junior High School were changed, a new program for senior secondary education was needed. In junior High School, the reform program is now merely highlighting 'mathematics for all' instead of the traditional focus on algorithmic mathematical techniques. As a consequence, the students who enter senior courses now after finishing junior high, are more used to problem solving skills than to mastering all kinds of sophisticated algebraic manipulations. Another demand for the renewal of the program came from vocational education itself: mathematics was about to disappear from these courses, because it was taught too isolated from the other subjects. The traditional program was strictly focusing on straightforward algorithmic algebraic behavior, hardly without any connections to the field of interest for the students: engineering. For these reasons, in 1996 the TWIN-project (Techniek = Engineering; Wiskunde = Mathematics; IT =Information Technology; Natuurkunde = Physics) was started for technical vocational education, with the aim to develop a program that should • build on the new reform math program of junior secondary education, • be really supportive for the engineering subjects, • integrate the use of modern technology in the learning process and in assessment.
At the start of the project a thorough inventory was made of the mathematical skills that are really needed for the vocational subjects. It was found that most mathematics taught in the traditional programs didn't add anything useful for the profession. Like in many other disciplines, mathematics education was seen as useful in itself, without a need to be supportive in a direct way for the main subjects of study. 6/5/00
In the following paragraphs, two important choices, made during the TWIN project, will be discussed in more detail:
• the introduction of the Graphing Calculator (GC) in the program as an alternative for some algebraic routines and for the investigation of mathematical concepts, • the kind of algebra that is important for engineering and the way in which it can be communicated with the students.
The GC: a powerful supportive toolkit for algebraic problems As mentioned before, the traditional algebraic routine skills of the students at the start of senior vocational education are poor, compared to the skills they were supposed to master in the past. They are now more used to analyzing the structure of a formula (how is it built up and how can it be unraveled) than to knowing specific algorithms to manipulate them. In general there has been a shift from merely quantitative methods to more qualitative ones. Most textbooks for the vocational subjects use 'old fashioned' mathematical techniques to solve problems. We had to choose in which way mathematics should be made really supportive for these engineering courses. We decided not to train students in this traditional mathematics; the gap between what they learned in junior high and the techniques used in the vocational textbooks was too big. Furthermore, students who choose for senior vocational education are algebraically poor on the average. It was also clear that many of these techniques can more easily be done with the use of the possibilities that the GC offers. From the beginning of the project it was clear that the graphing calculator (GC, in this case the TI 83) should be integrated in the process of learning mathematics. Not only for plots and calculations, but also for alternative ways to introduce mathematical concepts in a more visual way than can be done with just pencil and paper. Two examples will illustrate the use of the GC in the new program.
Engineering students sometimes need very advanced formal mathematical techniques. To find the formula for the sum of two electrical, periodical signals, it takes a lot of algebra: about three pages of explanation in a student's textbook. The GC can help to avoid these algebraic difficulties and replace the traditional algebra with alternative mathematical strategies. The GC screens of figure 1 show that y = 2sin(x−2) + 3sin(x+3) is again a sinusoid with the same period. The formula for the sum is not given by the machine, but it can be found by 6/5/00 finding a zero and a maximum (both are options in the CALC menu of the TI 83) of the function Y3: y = 4.05·sin(x−2.79) or with as many more decimals as are needed. The machine doesn't completely solve the problem for the student. It only gives enough information to find the formula. So, in fact the GC is a tool that does the computational work. Finding the formula for the sum with these numbers asks from the students that they have a clear idea about the general concept of a sinusoid. When solving this problem, they are already experts on the key characteristics of the sinusoid: the amplitude, the period and the horizontal shift. The machine only supports the learning of mathematical concepts. We like to refer to this way of using the GC as the supportive toolkit approach. In this approach, the learning of mathematical concepts is still at the heart of education. The GC is seen as a useful extra tool that can support the learning of mathematical concepts and skills, especially because of it's possibilities to visualize in a way that was impossible (or at least very time consuming) in the past when only pencil and paper were available. In fact, the GC adds new ways to attack and solve problems and therefore enlarges the flexibility in students' (and teacher's!!) problem solving skills and mathematical attitude. The GC can also be used to introduce a mathematical subject in a non-traditional way.
A nice interpretation of parabolas was suggested some years ago by Judah Schwartz:
'Multiplication of two straight lines results in a parabola'
This geometrically oriented concept opens many alternatives to investigate some types of functions in a way that is not worth trying with only pencil and paper at hand. Some examples, based on combinations of the two straight lines y = x−4 and y =1 −x:
A parabola has zeros in the x-intercepts of the two straight lines. The other way around: when a polynomial has a zero in x =a, then this zero is due to the straight line with equation y = x-a. This idea can be used to factorize an expression like x 3 −5x 2 +9x−5 with the GC. After plotting the graph of Y1, it is clear that it has a zero in x = 1. So dividing Y1 by (X −1) results in a (quadratic) function:
One of the possibilities to find the formula for this parabola is to have the GC find the regression curve based on some data of Y2 (values of x are put in L1 and the y values are calculated using Y2(L1)). figure 4 And so, the factorization of the original expression is: x 3 −5x 2 + 9x − 5 = (x−1)·(x 2 − 4x + 5) For students without factorizing experiences from junior high, this way of 'visual' factorization is a very useful one that doesn't put high demands on algebraic routines.
The availability of the GC has far going consequences for the vocational courses in engineering. Students can choose from a much broader range of mathematical strategies to solve problems in the vocational contexts. In many cases they can solve mathematical problems in a way that their teachers are not even aware of. As a consequence, one of the extra aims of the TWIN project now is to convince the vocational teachers of the usefulness of these new ways of attacking mathematical problems with the aid of technology.
Algebra for engineers: pure or real?
When the inventory of important mathematics for engineering was made, some very interesting issues were found that influenced our work in the project in a major way. Mathematical functions in itself don't exist in the context of real world problems. In engineering contexts, only relationships between (physical) quantities can be found. This sounds as trivial as it is, but this vocational project made us for the first time realize that this very important aspect of modeling was always ignored in the reform projects that were done for mathematics programs in general education. Periodical, exponential and logarithmic functions are used in most engineering courses. Polynomials in a general way are not important at all. The power functions that we found are mostly of the type 'one quantity is directly or inversely proportional to (a power of) one or more other quantities'. In general secondary education we make students study all kinds of functions that are not found in any field of application and that are only important in math classes. Although very nice for motivated students during mathematics classes, these exercises don't add anything for vocational practice. Another aspect that was always ignored in math classes in general education: quantities are always coming with dimensions and units of measurement. 6/5/00
Two important consequences for vocational (and maybe also for general?) education are:
• the study of mathematical functions can be limited to really interesting ones • consideration of dimensions and units of measurement gives room for very interesting types of questioning and can add much to the understanding of mathematical concepts as they are used in vocational settings.
Based on the experiences of this vocational curriculum project we are becoming aware of the necessity to make a distinction in the teaching and learning of mathematics between what we refer to as 'pure' algebra and 'real' algebra. A more precise description to make the distinction more clear: Pure algebra is the phenomenon as it exists in the context of the discipline Mathematics. It is the playing field of the mathematician: the clean world of meaningless numbers and variables and their mutual relationships. Real algebra is the appearance of the phenomenon as it is used in the context of Applications. It is the playing field of the contextual world of real life problems, where most people do mix manipulating meaningful numbers with using abstract (which means meaningless and formal) rules from the clean world of mathematics.
Some examples from the TWIN project are presented here to show how the distinction between these two appearances of algebra can be helpful for students to better understand both mathematical contents and modeling-and applications activities.
Direct proportionality
The power P, supplied by a windmill, is directly proportional to the square of the diameter D. In a formula: P = a ·D 2 An important characteristic of proportionality is: >> What happens to the power P when you double (halve) the square of the diameter?
How does a doubling of the diameter D influence the power P?
The supplied power is also directly proportional to the third power of the wind velocity V. In a formula: P = b ·V 3 figure 5 ICTMA9, Portugal 1999 6 6/5/00
An interesting question that is not easily answered with use of mathematical arguments:
>> P is directly proportional to the square of D and also to the third power of V.
Which one of the following formulas is correct:
Two arguments are easily found by students to select the correct formula, and both are nonmathematical arguments. From a physical point of view: you can't add two quantities in a formula with different units of measurement. It's like adding apples and pears. The other one is a common sense argument within the context of the real mills. Suppose there is no wind. The first formula says that the mill still supplies power, without working. So both arguments say that the second one is the right formula. The mathematical argument is much more difficult: direct proportionality means that doubling one quantity causes a doubling of the other quantity. If I only double the cube of the wind velocity and keep the square of the diameter fixed, the power will not be doubled with the first formula but it will with the second one. This kind of questions is normally not posed in mathematics programs in general education: dimensions and units of measurement are ignored, because we always study relationships between meaningless numbers. In the project, they simply could not be ignored: in the vocational courses students are always told to check the dimensions and units in formulas. During the project we began to realize that paying attention to dimensions and units of measurement in mathematics education is not only useful for the modeling and application skills of students, but can also be helpful to get a better understanding of the role that mathematics can play in real life contexts.
Dimensions and units and the learning of mathematics
This kind of problem can be found in mathematical textbooks all over the world:
At t = 0 Ylja starts walking at a speed of 2 m/s. After three seconds Joni starts walking in the same direction, at the same speed, starting from the same location. Find a formula that describes the relationship between walking distance (s) and time (t) for Joni.
Two possible formulas are: s = 2·(t -3) and s = 2t -6 In the world of mathematics the two formulas are identical, but when the dimensions and units are considered, they are completely different. Thinking about the dimensions that are represented by each of the letters and numbers in the two formulas, makes clear that in real life problems not only variables, but also given numbers have contextual meanings. From that point of view one can say that s = 2·(t −3) represents a time-approach of the problem and s = 2·t −6 represents a distance-approach of the problem. The first formula states that distance = speed · time and the second one states that distance = distance − distance. 6/5/00
In the graphical presentation, this difference shows up as the horizontal shift along the timeaxis (the first formula) or as the vertical shift along the distance-axis (the second formula) of the original formula s = 2·t :
In this way a dimensional analysis can be very helpful to give sense to a formal algebraic technique in mathematics, like 2·(t −3) = 2·t −6 Consideration of dimensions and units of measurement can surely help to avoid wel known mathematical misconceptions like 2·(t −3) =2·t −3
Sine of the time?
In trigonometry the idea of dimensional analysis can help students to better understand the abstract concept of the sine functions. From junior High School, students know the sine, cosine and tangent as ratios in rectangular triangles. The step from this geometrical concept to the function f(x) = sin(x), where x most of the time means time and f(x) often is a height, is too big for most students. The conflict:
figure 7 How can a student connect the two different appearances of the phenomenon sine? On the one hand there is the geometrical concept of the ratio of two sides in a triangle; on the other hand there is the formal algebraic rule that says that taking the sine of a number results in another number, or even more strange: taking the sine of the time results in a height.
From junior High students know that you only can calculate the sine of an angle and that the outcome has no dimension: it is a ratio of two lenghts. In h(t) = sin(t) it should be realized that there are some hidden parameters. For mathematical manipulations it is not at all important to consider this. But for a better understanding by students and also for modeling skills, these hidden parameters should not be ignored. The function should be written as h(t) = 1·sin(1·t), or more general:
The context in which the sine function is introduced is very familiar for engineering: the transformation of a circular movement into a horizontal (or vertical) one. A piston is moving up and down due to a circular movement with angular speed ω (in rad/s).
In figure 8 , a screen print of the Java Applet Motor (see http://www.fi.uu.nl/twin) shows this 'prototype' for all sinusoidal relationships.
figure 8
In the formula h(t) = h max ·sin(ω·t) everything fits again: the dimensions left and right are the same and the sine is taken of an angle: ω·t In electronic textbooks, two different kinds of functions are often mixed up: the sine function with variable t (time) and the one with variable ω · t; or written in a more mathematical form: f(x) = b·sin(a·x) and g(x) = b·sin(x). The graphs of f and g don't fit in one picture because the independent variables are different; the first x represents time, the second an angle. In the Java applet students can change the angular speed to study the effects on the graph. The graph of f will change (PLAATS/TIJD graph in the screen print; TIJD = time), while the graph of g remains the same (PLAATS/ HOEK graph; HOEK = angle) 6/5/00
In electronics these two different functions are often simply mixed up. And, like in the case of the distance-time relationships, this is an easy source for confusion. Consideration of dimensions can again be very helpful to avoid this kind of confusion. An example from electronics:
A sinusoidal shaped signal can be described with a trigonometric formula. An interesting feature for electronic engineers is the difference in phase between two signals. Usually, this difference is given in degrees.
figure 9
The input signal is represented by the formula U = 230 sin(18,000t) The output signal is the same except for a phase difference of 30°. What formula describes the output signal?
The given formula represents a function of angle α with α =18,000t and not, like it is named in most of the engineering textbooks, a function of t : U(t) The formula for the output signal therefore should be: U = sin(α −30)= sin(18,000t -30) The number 18,000 is connected to the frequency of the signal (50 Hz), which means 50 complete rounds per second of a circular movement, or 50*360 = 18,000 degrees. If this is noticed, it doesn't make sense to think about the formula U = sin(18,000(t -30)) to describe the output signal.
Comparable to the time-distance context of the walking girls, the expression 18,000t − 30 represents the angular approach, whereas 18,000(t − 1/600) represents the time approach of the problem.
Conclusions
When algebra is studied and practiced in the context of mathematics itself, many exercises do make perfect sense: they are useful to become familiar with the manipulation of expressions that contain letters and numbers. As stated before, these kinds of exercises are too abstract for the students in senior vocational courses. And, even more important, when these formal activities are translated to the context of real life problems, many of them don't make sense at all or they are wrong. One example (that was not discussed before in this paper) makes clear how 'wrong' mathematics can be. When studying functions and their inverses, mathematicians like to graph the function and it's inverse in one co-ordinate system and ask nice questions about intersections of the two graphs. This can be done in the magic world of mathematics where numbers have no other meaning then just being numbers. But in a real life context the two graphs don't fit in one picture, simply because the independent and the depending variable have different dimensions; they cannot be interchanged as can be done with meaningless numbers. Through this vocational project we realize that when mathematics is supposed to be supportive for vocational practice, the study of it should start in the real contexts and not in the imaginary world of clean numbers. This seems to be a contradiction, because mathematics is usually supposed to be the world of numbers and algebra is the tool to manipulate these numbers.
In the TWIN project we try to bridge the gap between the two interpretations of algebra: the 'pure' and the 'real' algebra. For the sake of modeling skills and also for discussing real applications we are convinced that ignorance of dimensions is not good at all for learners (and teachers and developers of programs!). Or to say it in a more positive way: consideration of dimensions and units of measurement helps to better understand how mathematical methods can support the modeling and solving of real life problems. The traditionally needed broad range of formal exercises, meant to learn to master the algebraic rules, can be partly replaced by a much smaller set of pencil and paper exercises and the 'supportive toolkit' use of technology, like the Graphing Calculator. We also think that these ideas can be very useful when mathematics programs in general education are under reconsideration. (1997) (1998) (1999) Leiden, The Netherlands: SMD -website: www.fi.uu.nl/twin
